Three-dimensional ultrasonic angiography using power-mode Doppler.
To visualize the vascular anatomy of parenchymal organs, we have developed a system for producing three-dimensional ultrasonic angiograms (3D USA) from a series of two-dimensional power-mode Doppler ultrasound (PDU) scans. PDU scans were acquired using a commercial scanner and image-registration hardware. Two-dimensional images were digitized, and specially designed software reconstructed 3D volumes and displayed volume-rendered images. The geometric accuracy of our system was assessed by scanning a flow phantom constructed from tubing. The system was tested on patients by scanning native and transplanted kidneys, and placentas. Three-dimensional images of the phantoms depicted the spatial relationships between flow within the tubing segments and contained less than 1 mm of geometric distortion. Three-dimensional images of the kidney and placenta demonstrated that spatial relationships between vasculature structures could be visualized with 3D USA. Applications of this new technique include analysis of vascular anatomy and the potential assessment of organ perfusion.